Appendix

The Lagrange Multiplier Theorem
for Max-Min with several constraints
This appendix is based on a paper by 1. BRAM [1].
The object of this appendix is to extend the Lagrange-multiplier
result of Chapter III (Theorem VII), which was given for the simple
constraint Xl + ... + xn = X, Xi ~ 0, i = 1, ... , n, to the general case of
several possibly nonlinear constraints of the form
g;(x) ~ 0,

(1)

j = 1, ... , m.

The result, stated as a theorem below, generalizes also the result of
KUHN and TUCKER [6].
We shall maintain the hypotheses of Chapter III that the function
F(x, y) and the partial derivatives Fx'(x, y) are continuous in the set of
pairs (x, y) for y E Y and for x in a fixed subset A of Euclidean space
containing the set (1). In addition we assume that the gix) are continuously differentiable functions of x in the same set A.
Let XO be the point at which cp(x) is maximized subject to the conditions (1). We use the usual notation for the gradient:
Vgi x )=

og. ... ,_~J
Og.)
(~,
aX I

aXn

.

We denote by J the set of) for which g)XO) = O.
The direction ~' is said to be possible at .'(0 if there is an arc with that
direction issuing from XO with direction y in the sense of the Remark
following Theorem I of Chapter III, lying entirely in A. The direction y is
admissible at XO if it is possible and there is an arc isuing from XO lying
entirely in the constraint space defined by (1).
We denote by r the set of directions admissible at xO. The directional
derivative at XO exists along these arcs, and does not depend on the
particular choice of arc having a direction y E F, so that
Dycp(x)~O

for

YEF.

(2)

Since these arcs lie in the space (1), then also, if Y E F
V9 j(XO) . Y ~ 0

for

jEJ .

(3)
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We denote the set of all possible y satisfying (3) by LI. We have just
observed that r c LI.
We now impose the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification, i.e.
we assume that r = LI. This means that to every possible direction y
satisfying (3) there corresponds an arc issuing from XO in that direction and lying in the constrained set (1). This is obviously true in the
case when the gj and A are linear. What it does in the general case is to
eliminate pathologies such as certain types of cusps.
Thus with the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification assumed we
may restate (2) as follows:
for all

Dyq>(x)~O

YELl.

(4)

Let now W be the set of vectors
(F,,.{xO, y), ... , FxJxo, y»)

for y E Y(XO). Formula (12) of Chapter III may be rewritten
Dyq>(x) = Miny·w,
weW

the minimum being achieved.
Let now tV be the convex hull of W, i.e., the set of vectors
presentable in the form

with

ElX.k

= 1,

IX.k

~ 0, wk E

(5)

wre-

W, k = 1, ... , s. Obviously
Dyq>(x) = Min y. w.
weW"

(6)

Now define the set LI* dual to LI by the condition that w* E LI* if
and only if
w* . y ~ 0 for all YELl.
(7)
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If XO maximizes q>(x) subject to the constraints (1), and if the
Kuhn- Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied, then there exist
A1, .•• , Am' all non-negative, such that
m

Dyq>(x)~

I

j=1

Ajy·Vgj(XO)
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Proof. We begin by proving that ,1* n W is not empty. If this intersection were empty, there would be a shortest segment of positive length
joining the compact set W to the closed set ,1*. Let the equation of
the perpendicular bisector n of this segment be
n

L

yO. Z =

= c.

Y?Zi

(8)

i= 1

Evidently neither ,1 * nor W meets n: we may therefore suppose that
yO·z<c on ,1* and l·z>c on W. Since OE,1*, O<c.
Let now

Z

E ,1*. Suppose c > O. Then (:)

Z

E ,1*,so that 1'0 {-;-) < c,

i.e., yO. Z < c. It follows that for any Z E ,1*, yO. Z ~ O. Now in particular
VgiXO)E,1*, by the definition (7), for alljEJ. Hence
(9)

On referring to the definition of ,1 [(3) and the first sentence following],
we see that (9) implies that yOE,1. Thus, from (2), Dyo<p(xO)~O, so that,
using (5), we have aWE W such that yO. W~ O. But this contradicts the
statement above that yO. Z > C > 0 for all Z E W. Hence ,1 * n W=1= A.
Now let zE,1*nW. Since zE,1*, (7) holds with w*=z. Since ,1
is defined by the finite set of linear inequalities (3), we may apply the
theorem of FARKAS [2 p4; there exist non-negative Aj corresponding
to jEJ such that Z = L Aj V gj(XO). By putting Aj = 0 for j tt J, we may
jEJ

write this as follows:
m

Z=

L

AjVgix O).

j= 1

Now we are ready to use the fact that

Z

E W. This fact combined with

(6) yields, for any possible y,

D)' <p(x) = Min y . W
li'EW

~

Y.Z

(10)

•

But (10) is exactly the statement of the theorem.
14 This theorem is the following: Write a = (a" ... , an), U = (u l ,
Given a collection aI, ... , a P, let S be the set of U such that

... ,

un) and a'u =:[ aiui,

aP ' u;:;; O.

Suppose that b·
bers such that

w;:;; 0 for

all

UE

S. Then there exists a set AI> ... , )'p of non-negative num-

b=

P

I

k==l

Aka k .
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